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BRIEFING ITEM

RECOMMENDED ACTION(S)

Consider receiving a report on the performance of the District's AC Go enhancements
implemented between June 2016 and March 2017

BUDGETARY/FISCAL IMPACT

There is no budget impact associated with this informational item; however, staff has
implemented more than half of the Board-approved AC Go investments to date. There remains
the frequency and span improvements for Package 2 that were not implemented in March
2017 as well as all of the changes slated for San Leandro, Hayward, and Castro Valley set for
partial implementation in summer 2018. With implementation of the service changes in
Central County in June, the District will have added 178,000 annual service hours to the
network while the original plan called for 185,000 hours of additionalservice

BACKGROUND/RATIONALE

In February 2016, the AC Transit Board adopted the Service Expansion Plan (now AC Go) for
implementing a system-wide plan for service improvements funded through approximately$24
million dollars of annual Measure BB money, which Alameda County voters passed in
November 2014. Since that time, the District has implemented three "packages" of AC GO -- in
June 2016, December 2016, and March 2017. This report willanalyze the results of those three
packages. A final package will be partially implemented in summer 2018 in Central County,
covering the cities of San Leandro and Hayward as well as unincorporated areas in Alameda
County(Castro Valley, Cherryland, etc.). A separate package covering SpeciaIDistrict 2(Fremont
and Newark) is slated for implementation in August 2019 that willbe developed across the first
half of FY 2018/19 and wilmot add to the operating budget.

The first package, implemented in June 2016, included the following elements

8 Three new routes rep]acing current Route ]/].R to accommodate construction of the
BRT in the International Boulevard corridor:

o New Route I replacing part of Route I/IR on International Boulevard.
o New Route 6 replacing part of Route I/IR on Telegraph Avenue
o New Route 10 replacing parts of Route I/IR and 99.

Splitting ofthe Line 981oop route
Extending Line 57 to Emeryville
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e Extending Line 12 toJack London Square
e More frequent service on Routes 7, 12, 52, 57, 88, and NL
e Discontinued Routes IR and 58L.

The second package, implemented in December 2016, included the following changes

8 New Line 19 between downtown Oakland and the Fruitvale BART Station via Buena
Vista Avenue in Alameda.

8 Extension of Line 14 from Lafayette Square to West Oakland BART.

The third package, implemented in March 2017, included the following changes

e Breaking uptwo loop routes--Lines 25 and 49--into lines 36, 79, 80, and 81.
e Breaking apart segments of lines 11, 18, 26, and 31 and re-packaging them into lines 14,

18, 29, 33, and 96.

AC Transit staff has evaluated the performance of these changes across three different metrics

1. overall Ridership
2. Productivity(Passengers/Service Hour)
3. On-time Performance

for each metric, staff evaluated the impacts of the specific changes made as part of AC Go to
identify the changes with the greatest impact.

first staff gathered ridership data from the sign-up beginning December 2015 and compared it
to the sign-up beginning August 2017. The ridership data from each quarter were then
averaged across the length of the quarter (i.e., the average of daily ridership from December
2015, January 2016, and February 2016 vs the data from August to December 2017). This
ensured a sample large enough to have confidence in the accuracy of the results.

The ridership impacts of the individual changes are highlighted in Exhibit I below. Several key
thingsstand out:

1)

2)

3)

4)
5)

The split of Line chas resulted in lower ridership across alldays but Saturday.
The split of Line 98 into lines 90 and 98 has yielded strong results.
The e]imination of ]ines 1]., 26, and 31and replacement with changes to lines 14 and 18
and new lines 29, 33, and 96 resulted in ridership decreases.
The split oflines 25 and 49 has yielded strong ridership growth.
The AC Go changes have resulted in a weekday improvement of more than two percent
on those lines while the rest of the system experienced a IO-percent ridership decrease
on weekdays.

The changes to prepare for BRT construction -- splitting Line land eliminating Line IR -- resulted
in a ridership decline as expected by staff. The ongoing construction means stops are routinely
taken out of service or relocated and now customers no longer have a one-seat ride from Bay
Fair BART to downtown Berkeley. There has also been construction and detours on Line 6 in
Berkeley as a result of public works and construction projects there. Once BRT is complete in
20].9, staff expects to see significant ridership gains across allservice days.
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The changes to lines 90 and 98 were the most successful of the proposals in AC Go. Service
levels were nearly doubled on the lines and ridership nearly doubled. Traditionally when
service levels are increased, ridership lags behind as customers grow accustomed to the
changes and make decisions about their mode choices. This improvement signals significant
latent demand for enhanced transit service in East Oakland.

The combination of changes in Oakland, Berkeley, Alameda, and Emeryville that eliminated
[ines ].1, 26, and 31 and rep]aced them with ]ines 19, 33, and 96 and adjustments to ]ines 14
and 18 had mixed results. Resource constraints prevented the District from implementing those
changes with the frequencies initially planned with AC Go, so while no areas had lower levels of
service than today, some lines should have higher frequencies based on analysis of travel
patterns and demand. As resources become available, staff plans to bring those lines up to the
service levels initially envisioned during the planning process.

Lines 25 and 49 were loop routes serving Berkeley, Albany, and EI Cerrito. These lines were
broken up into logical corridors and replaced with new lines 36, 79, 80, and 81. The
combination of new lines is performing well but in reality lines 36 and 79 are outperforming
lines 80 and 81, which operate along Ashby. Staff is looking into making adjustments to the
Ashby lines to simplify the service and connect it to Rockridge BART to generate more ridership.

Exhibit 1-- AC Go Ridership Changes

91.9%

30.6%

1:11
l0.4% -10.1%

! I,IR,6,10,g9 1 1 12,58L NL I l90,981 I Frequency I 11,14,18,26, 1 2S,36,49,51B,
Changes 1 29, 31, 33,96 1 79,80, 81 i

H Weekday n Saturday B Sunday

I Total I
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Staff compared the cumulative impact of the changes made as part of AC Go to allof the lines
not touched by AC Go across the same period. Exhibit 2, below, illustrates the comparison
between the changes made for AC Go and allother lines in the system. It is clear that where the
District made changes as part of AC Go, ridership improved while patronage on all other lines
has decreased. Across the period being analyzed, ridership decreased l0.2 percent on
untouched lines on weekdays, while ridership increased 2.6 percent on those changed with AC
Go. The difference is starker on Saturday, where AC Go lines ridership increased 7.4 percent
while the rest of the system decreased 18.2 percent. According to the American Public Transit
Association's Third Quarter Transit Ridership Report, bus ridership dropped nearly five percent,
year-over-year nation-wide

There are severalpossible explanations for the decline in ridership across the lines not included
in AC Go:

The price of gasoline in the region has dropped approximately 25 percent since 2014, making
driving a car a more attractive alternative to riding the bus, especially on nights and weekends
when congestion is less of a concern and bus service is less robust. However, gasoline prices
have begun to increase again, which may change the calculus people make when making
decisions about which mode to use for their travel.

Rideshare -- or Transportation Network Company (TNC) -- use among services like Uber and Lyft
has increased dramatically in recent years, with some estimating an increase of as much as 40
percent since 2015. These services are particularly usefulduring off-peak times and weekends,
when "surge pricing" is less prevalent, public transit is less frequent and more discretionary
trips are made

Exhibit 2 AC Go Ridership Vs. AllOther Lines

Weekday Saturday Sunday

7.4%

2.6%

.l0.2%

.15.6%

.18.2%

ACGo H Rest of System
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The second metric staff analyzed is Productivity as measured by dividing the number of
passengers by the number of service hours(the time when a bus is in service and available to
transport passengers). It is a given that ridership would increase when additionalresources are
spent on one line or another as part of AC Go, but productivity allows one to determine
whether ridership increased commensurate with the change in resources spent. Industry-wide,
when transit agencies invest more resources in service, they can expect ridership to increase
significantly, but not match the relative increase in resources spent, at least initially. This is
because it often takes time for existing customers to grow accustomed to the new changes and
for new riders to be drawn to the improved service

Most communications efforts to date have been focused on customer information and not
advertising the new network to potential new riders, with the exception of the changes to Lines
14 and 19 in December 2016. Staff expects to conduct more targeted marketing of AC Go
service improvements in the upcoming year.

Exhibit 3 illustrates that while productivity dropped on AC Go lines - as expected - it dropped

nearly as much on non-AC Go lines, where no service improvements were made. This makes a
strong case for continuing to evaluate the system to identify opportunities for improvement.
Productivity declines on the weekday were 13.lpercent for AC Go lines versus 12.lpercent on
all other lines. Productivity dropped more on weekends since AC Go emphasized improved
weekend spans and frequencies, thus increasing the gap between additional resources and
ridership growth.

Exhibit 3 AC Go Productivity Vs. AllOther Lines

Weekday Saturday Sunday
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The third metric staff analyzed is the impact AC Go has had on on-time performance to gauge
whether the changes have resulted in appreciable improvements to on-time performance. This
was especially true with the changes made along International Boulevard and Telegraph
Avenue -- splitting Line I/IR into Lines 1, 6, and 10 -- given International Boulevard is
undergoing construction activities related to the East Bay Bus Rapid Transit project.

Staff first compared the changes in each of the first two packages of AC Go. Exhibit 4, below
illustrates the impacts on service reliability -- measured as trips leaving time-points within one
minute early and five minutes late of a publicly scheduled time-point.

The changes made to Lines I/IR were the most profound did raise the reliability of the service
from 73.3 percent on-time to 74.8 percent on-time. The changes to lines 11, 14, 18, 26, 29, 31,
33, and 96 dropped from 70.8 percent to 69.4 percent, dropping them below the standard of 72
percent. Staff is evaluating these changes to determine appropriate runtimes and will make
adjustments to improve reliability. Taken together, the lines not affected by AC Go increased by
about half of one percentage point, to 70.4 percent.

Exhibit4 AC Go On-time Performance Impacts

84.0%

74.8%

71.7%

67.8%

70.4%
69.4% 69.9%

I I, IR, 6. 10, 99 1 1 12, 58L NL I 1 90,98 1 1 Frequency I 11,14,18,26,29, 1 25,36,49.51B,79, 1 Reston Systeml
Changes 1 31,33,96 1 80,81 1

H Pre-Change H Post-Change

Staff will continue to monitor service performance and willbring regular updates to the Board
with progress on the performance of these lines as well as changes to address performance
issues
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ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES:

The advantages associated with continuing AC Go implementation efforts are clear from this
report: the lines changed as part of AC Go have improved ridership as they better meet the
needs of AC Transit customers and the communities served by the District. The remainder of
the improvements - the overhaul of service in Central Alameda County - are anticipated to
yield similar results as those on the lines described in this report.

The disadvantages of the actions taken so far lie primarily with the cost of improving service
and diminished productivity initially as additionalresources spent on lines yield ridership gains,
but not to the same level as the resources used to achieve those results. As previously stated,

productivity should be measured over a longer period of time as staff continues to market the
service and the public adjusts to the new routes.

ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS

Staff is using the three metrics detailed in this staff report - ridership, productivity, and on-time
performance -- as a result of severalfactors. These include the universalnature of these metrics
across transit agencies nationwide, the availability of reliable data, and the nexus with the
original goals of AC Go. Other measures, including average speed, pay per platform hour, and
cost per passenger were considered and may be used in future evaluations as more reliable
data are available and consensus emerges on the appropriate service cost multiplier for service

expansions ofthis nature

As previously stated, staff will continue to monitor the performance of AC Go over time to
determine to what extent the plan leads to sustained performance improvements and ridership
growth. With the recent unquantified growth in ridesharing and the reduction in weekend
ridership presumably consisting of discretionary users, the District willneed to consider if it can
compete for first mile/last mile customers, usually provided by coverage routes. The results of
the FLEX Pilot have been promising and staff is considering FLEX as a key component of future
changes in Newark and Fremont. In addition, the District could advance the recommendations
from the Major Corridors Study, which focuses on investments in service and infrastructure on
our top ten corridors.

PRIOR RELEVANT BOARD ACTION/POLICIES

15-218c Service Expansion Plan Adoption

16-120 June 2016 Sign-up and AC Go Update

16-194 -- December 20].6 Sign-up Report

17-065 - March 20].7 Sign-up Update

17-169 -- AC Go Performance Report
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A'n'ACHMENTS:

None

Approved by: Ramakrishna Pochiraju, Executive Director of Planning & Engineering

Reviewed by: Robert del Rosario, Director of Service Development and Planning

Prepared by: Michael Eshleman, Manager, Service Planning
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